EVER WONDER WHAT EACH CLASS OF TRUCK LOOKS LIKE?

US TOO. WE CREATED THIS HANDY INFOGRAPHIC FOR YOU TO USE!

CLASS 1-3
NON-COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
No concern of ours
Anyone can drive a minivan or a station wagon
Famous representation: Lightning McQueen

CLASS 4
BETWEEN 14,000-16,000 POUNDS
You can drive these yourself, but be careful
Box trucks and some delivery trucks
Famous representation: The COSTCO food delivery truck

CLASS 5
BETWEEN 16,001-19,500 POUNDS
Lots of farming equipment
Bucket trucks, cherry pickers
Famous representation: Your local electrical company probably probably has a fleet of bucket trucks

CLASS 6
BETWEEN 19,501-26,000 POUNDS
Beverage trucks, rack trucks, and school buses
You need a CDL for this type of vehicle
Famous representation: The Magic School Bus

CLASS 7
BETWEEN 26,001-33,000 POUNDS
Working trucks you see on a daily basis
Street sweepers, garbage trucks, and city transit buses
Famous representation: GDM-5303 (a.k.a. that bus from Speed)

CLASS 8
OVER 33,001 POUNDS
Heavy isn't enough of an adjective – these trucks are called severe-duty
Most big rigs, along with cement trucks and dump trucks
Famous representation: Optimus Prime

CLASS 9
FOR VEHICLES THAT DEFY CLASSIFICATION
“The Great Beyond”
A big 18-wheeler can weigh up to 80,000 pounds
Might need to obtain special permits and stick to specific routes
Famous representation: Unicron

IF YOUR SHOP HANDLES ANY CLASSES, CHECK OUT FULLBAY AND SEE WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU!